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You can expect energy costs of about 7 per week for an average sized spa if you use your home spa
for an hour each day. You can reduce these costs by using a spa cover or thermal cover and by only
buy aloe vera juice (orange flavor) online in Australia the jets when you are in the spa. Reducing the
temperature setting by 3 degrees also adds up to a great deal of savings. The bottom line is this You
could realistically have a spa for 100 to 125 per month if you dont have any money saved right now.
If buy aloe vera juice (orange flavor) online in Australia isnt an option, you can quickly and easily
save up for your dream spa. Simply put back 50 per week and you could be sitting pretty in your
home spa this time next year. These are the most popular and best selling home, non-commercial
tanning beds that can be found on the market with prices ranging between 1500 to 5000. ETS
SunVision ZX30 Tanning Bed This tanning bed features a computer-designed Bio-Tech Tunnel
Design for consistency.
It has 30, 100 watt lamps, and is built with heavy-duty extruded aluminum and steel mainframe with a
DuraMax 2000 exterior. Other features include Quick Clip acrylic removal system, digital timer with
buil. ETS SunVision ZX30 Tanning Bed This tanning bed features a computer-designed Bio-Tech
Tunnel Design for consistency. It has 30, 100 watt lamps, and is built with heavy-duty extruded
aluminum and steel mainframe with a DuraMax 2000 exterior. Other features include Quick Clip
acrylic removal system, digital timer with built in hour meter, glossed aluminum reflectors, 7 foot

tanning surface, staggered lamp design, and acrylic sheet.
The product costs around 4500 to 5000. Sunquest Pro 24RSP 120V Tanning Bed This Bio-Tech
Tunnel Design tanning bed has 24 tanning lamps is designed with a steel mainframe, curved acrylic
sheets, DuraMax 2000 exterior housing, Superflow internal cooling system and 20 minute session
time. It features a control key lock, backup timer, and Quick Clip acrylic removal system; and requires
a 20 Amp Circuit Breaker, 120 Volt Dedicated Circuit, and 20 Amp NEMA 5-20R Receptacle.
The tanning bed costs around 1500 to 2000. Supreme Tan Pearl 16 Plus Tanning Bed This is one of
the smaller and cheaper entry level tanning beds. It is 76 inch long, features 12 Philips Performance
lamps, 4 integrated facial tanning lamps, dial timer, canopy with grids, a base reflector system,
adjustable gas spring lifts, and a 30 minute tanning session, and costs around 1900. SOLTECH 16
This tanning bed uses 16 High Powered Phillips 100 Watt tanning lamps and features frosted acrylics
for even UV disbursement, 30 minute tanning session time, easy acrylic removal system, Internal fan
cooling system, and a 30 minute on board timer.
Optional components include a spring timer, front panel base body fan, DualSun Facials, frosted
Acrylic, and a free starter Kit. SOLTECH 16 costs around 2000 to 3000. Wolff Tanning Bed buy Aloe
vera juice (orange flavor) online in Australia product is also manufactured with a Bio-Tech Tunnel
Design with heavy-duty extruded aluminum and steel mainframe, with DuraMax 2000 exterior
housing. It features 24 high-output 100-watt lamps, glossed aluminum, Quick Clip acrylic removal
system, wide curved tanning surface, and acrylic sheets.
The SolarMax IFT face tanner is an optional component. You can get this tanning buy aloe vera juice
(orange flavor) online in Australia for about 2500 to 3500. Ruby Tanning Bed The Ruby Tanning Bed
comes with 24 lamps of only 120 volts. It has 6 face tan enhancing lamps and 8 arm tan enhancing
lamps, and features a 30 minute tanning session, adjustable Gas spring lifts, acrylic click strips,
canopy acrylic, matching base skirt, and a buy aloe vera juice (orange flavor) online in Australia
timer.
The product costs somewhere between 2400 to 3900. SOLSMART 20 This tanning bed uses 20 High
Powered Phillips 100 Watt tanning lamps and features frosted acrylics for even UV disbursement, 20
minute tanning session time, easy acrylic removal system, Internal fan cooling system, and a 20
minute on board timer. Optional components include a spring timer, leg base, and free starter Kit.
The standard color is silver but you can choose between silvercharcoal, silverblack, silverblue, and
silverred.
The SOLSMART 20 costs around 2000 to 3000. About a decade ago, people knew only one way of
getting their teeth whitened- that was through dental in-office whitening. It was a wearisome
procedure but slowly when people started showing a compulsive concern of having a whiter set of
teeth, the impulsion goaded a number of different bleaching formulas and teeth whitening kits started
flooding the every day market. Nowadays, dental in-office teeth whitening arent the only option.
Numerous home teeth whitening kits are now dominating the market with unprecedented rate, as
they are more beneficial products of teeth whitening treatments.
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